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Abstract
Business/IT alignment has become one of the most relevant concerns on organizations. Enterprise

Architecture (EA) and the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) are two distinct
governance approaches with different perspectives, that have become recently dominant between
practitioners. However, parallel EA and ITIL projects can lead to wasted resources and a duplication
of costs and efforts. To integrate both we propose a specific EA definition for organizations that need
to manage IT services. Our goal is to use the EA approach to design an architecture with the ITIL
motivations, principles, concepts and methods to perform IT service management, using ArchiMate
as the architecture’s modeling language. We demonstrate our proposal through a set of ITIL models,
applied to organizations, and built according to our ITIL viewpoints. For evaluation we shall use
interviews, the Moody and Shanks framework, and the Wand and Weber ontological method.
Keywords:Enterprise Architecture, ITIL, IT Service Management, business/IT alignment, TOGAF,
ArchiMate

1. Introduction

IT has evolved from its traditional orientation of
administrative support to a strategic role, turning
business/IT alignment into a major concern. Re-
cently, two main IT governance approaches have
had major relevance: Enterprise Architecture (EA)
and IT Service Management (ITSM).

EA is a coherent whole of principles, methods, and
models that are used in the design and realization
of an enterprise’s organizational structure, business
processes, information systems, and infrastructure
(Lankhorst et al., 2009). According to EA, orga-
nizations usually share several architectures: busi-
ness, processes, information, application and tech-
nology infrastructure (Lankhorst et al., 2009; The
Open Group, 2011; Zachman, 1987).

ITSM evolved naturally as services became under-
pinned in time by the developing technology. ITIL
(Hanna et al., 2008) is the de facto standard for
implementing ITSM (Hochstein et al., 2005). It is
a practical, no-nonsense approach to the identifica-
tion, planning, delivery and support of IT services
to the business (Arraj, 2010).

However, having two different frameworks to ap-
proach governance can lead to several setbacks. In
a time when organizations strive to be efficient and
effective, it seems counterintuitive to be wasting re-
sources by having different organizational depart-
ments handling both approaches independently.

Hence, our proposal is to join both approaches by
a specific enterprise architecture for organizations
that need to manage IT services. EAs do not focus
on specific organization types because their goal is
to be able to represent every organization. On the
contrary, our goal is to narrow it down, and restrict
the architecture to organizations that have the man-
agement of IT services as an architectural driver.

To achieve this, we will start to define how ITIL
relates to EA. Then, we will build a concept map-
ping from ITIL to EA and we shall also define the
principles, overall motivations and methods of this
architecture. ArchiMate will be the modeling lan-
guage, and a set of new viewpoints will be proposed
in order to best model and represent this EA to sev-
eral stakeholders.

For demonstration we will (1) build ITIL core and
motivation models; (2) model a real organization
that uses ITIL; (3) use an ArchiMate case study
to exemplify our EA method; and (4) use a EA
valuation approach to ITIL. For evaluation we shall
use interviews, the Moody and Shanks framework,
and the Wand and Weber ontological method.

Our methodology is Design Science Research
(Hevner et al., 2004): “Related Work” covers a state
of the art review; “Proposal” shows the main prob-
lem and a proposal to solve it; “Demonstration”
demonstrates it; “Evaluation” evaluates and dis-
cuss results and “Conclusion” shows our proposal
applicability and future work.
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2. Related Work

Here we will introduce what is Enterprise Architec-
ture, TOGAF, ArchiMate and ITIL. We will also
address other work about EA and ITIL integration.

2.1. Enterprise Architecture

EA is a set of principles, involving the design and
performance of architectures. It specifies the com-
ponents and its relationships, which are used to
manage and align assets, people, operations and
projects to support business goals and strategies
(Lankhorst et al., 2009; Ross et al., 2006), concern-
ing those properties of an enterprise that are neces-
sary and sufficient to meet its essential requirements
(Greefhorst and Proper, 2011). EA is based on a
holistic representation of organizations, on views
and the ability to map relationships between ar-
tifacts and architectures, and on the independence
and connection between layered architectures.

2.2. TOGAF

The Open Group Architecture Framework (TO-
GAF) was developed and is currently maintained
as a standard by The Open Group (TOG). The
first version of TOGAF, in 1995, was based on the
US Department of Defenses Technical Architecture
Framework for Information Management (TAFIM)
(The Open Group, 2011; Sante and Ermersj, 2009).
Each version of the standard is developed collabo-
ratively by the members of the TOG Architecture
Forum (The Open Group, 2011; Sante and Erm-
ersj, 2009). The TOGAF document focus on EA
key concepts and TOGAF Architecture Develop-
ment Method (ADM), a step by step approach to
developing an EA (Jonkers et al., 2009).

2.3. ArchiMate

The ArchiMate EA modeling language provides a
uniform representation for architecture descriptions
(Jonkers et al., 2009; The Open Group, 2012). It
offers an integrated architectural approach that de-
scribes and visualizes the different architecture do-
mains and their underlying relationships and de-
pendencies (Jonkers et al., 2009).

ArchiMate also has a Motivation extension that
adds the concepts used to model the motivations,
or reasons, that underlie the design or change of
some EA. These motivations influence, guide, and
constrain the design, addressing the way the EA is
aligned to its context (The Open Group, 2012).

Similarly, Iacob et al. (2012) proposes to add to
ArchiMate concepts as value, risks, resources, ca-
pabilities, competencies and constraints to support
the modeling of business strategy concepts.

2.4. ITIL

Enterprises need to manage the delivery of ser-
vices that support users in the context of business
processes (Braun and Winter, 2007). ITIL is a
common-practice model standard (Hochstein et al.,
2005) consisting on five publications, where each
book covers a phase from the Service Lifecycle with
various processes (van Bon et al., 2007).

2.5. Enterprise Architecture and ITIL

There have been attempts to integrate EA and
ITIL. In fact, Braun and Winter (2007) proposed
an EA expansion to integrate ITIL and Service Ori-
ented Architectures (SOA), having EA as a pivotal
concept with ITIL regarded for IT operations.

Nabiollahi et al. (2010) provides a service based
framework for EA to meet the ITSM requirements
of ITIL, suggesting an EA extension to involve the
service architecture layer from ITIL Service Design
(Taylor et al., 2007). However, it does not clarify
how to do it or the relationships between architec-
tures (Gama et al., 2012).

Thorn (2007) addresses the relation between ITIL
and TOGAF, regarding EA as a fundamental con-
cept for organizational engineering, in which ITIL is
included as a framework to an operation model for
IT delivered services. He argues that both frame-
works can be used together by mapping them, TO-
GAF covers the development of EA, and is involved
in the products conception lifecycle whereas ITIL
ensures the delivery and management of IT services
to users (Gama et al., 2012; Thorn, 2007).

In the same note, Sante and Ermersj (2009) ad-
dresses the fact that the recent versions of ITIL and
TOGAF keep converging to integration. In fact, in
ITIL v3 references are made to architectural con-
cepts, hitherto only found in publications on ar-
chitecture. The same, although to a much lesser
extent, applies to TOGAF 8: where references are
made to IT management (Sante and Ermersj, 2009).
The author relates the five ITIL books to TOGAFs
ADM cycle, showing there are indeed several sim-
ilarities, but identifying two main differences: a)
developing business architecture is part of the TO-
GAF framework while the scope of ITIL is limited
to developing an effective and efficient IT depart-
ment, whilst developing business architecture is out
of scope in ITIL; and b) running IT operations and
delivering actual IT services are within the scope
of ITIL, while TOGAF does not cover the develop-
ment and maintenance of a run time environment,
neither the way how services are actually produced
and delivered (Sante and Ermersj, 2009).
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3. Research Problem

Today, there is no fully complete framework to be
used as a comprehensive off-the-shelf solution to
ensure the alignment between service management
and the organization’s concepts and artifacts. In
fact, different frameworks are often used as comple-
mentary and, most of the times, simultaneously too.
Parallel projects imply a duplication of investments
and costs, and even with shared infrastructures we
cannot avoid a duplication of data repositories, pro-
cedures and human resources, being hard to define a
way for teams not to compete or maintain different
efforts aligned (Gama et al., 2012).

There are several common benefits in integrating
EA and ITIL although they have different concerns
on IT service provision (Nabiollahi et al., 2010). EA
is regarded as a pivotal concept for organizational
engineering, and when ITSM is regarded as the
dominant operations model for IT, ITSM must be
sufficiently integrated into EA (Braun and Winter,
2007). EA guarantees consistency in building new
products or services with business requirements,
while ITSM guarantees the consistency of services,
through the use of standard processes (Correia and
Abreu, 2009). In fact, EA principles remain the
best way to represent organizations as a system, re-
lating multiple architectures to their artifacts and
components.

The integration attempts that we have described
earlier tried to answer a real problem that should
not be taken lightly. However, while all the ap-
proaches seemed close to integration, they did not
propose a definitive and holistic solution. In fact,
Braun and Winter (2007) and Thorn (2007) work is
limited to ITIL v2, what makes it outdated, Nabi-
ollahi et al. (2010) proposes a service architecture
as a new architecture layer, but does not clarify
the architectures’ relationships. As for Sante and
Ermersj (2009) work, although we agree upon the
approach and conclusions reached, the result is not
a unique body of knowledge with EA and ITIL, but
two different frameworks linked by a mapping.

Moreover, none of these approaches provide models
or a formal representation for the proposed solu-
tions. In fact, what we are looking for is a holistic
solution, following the EA approach but using ITIL
best practices to perform IT service management.
A body based on a set of principles, methods and
formal models to underlie the design and change of
these organizations.

In short, we define our problem as the lack of a
definitive solution to integrate the EA and
ITIL approaches in order to solve the busi-
ness/IT misalignment they introduced.

4. Proposal

4.1. EA and ITIL Relationship

We soon realized that it would be harder to inte-
grate two approaches if they did not speak exactly
the same language, so we needed a uniform repre-
sentation, a common frame of reference. Our in-
tention was to find graphical languages that best
described each approach and map them according
to similar concepts. After analysing several options
we chose ArchiMate as it provides a uniform repre-
sentation and an integrated architectural approach
that describes and visualizes the different architec-
ture domains and their underlying relations and de-
pendencies (The Open Group, 2012)

ITIL is often depicted as just a process and infor-
mation architecture, lacking a formal representation
on other domains. Although we realize that most
of ITIL contents are about describing best practice
processes, we believe that limiting ITIL to these
only two domains is one of the factors that turns
its integration with EA so difficult.

Thus, in this thesis we propose that like EA, we
can also look at ITIL as a composition of other ar-
chitectures linked by a service oriented approach.
Therefore, if one looks at ITIL from this point of
view, we begin to realize that by representing and
splitting it across EA domains, we can actually in-
tegrate them by integrating each of its layers.

Hence, we propose that if an organization is rep-
resented by an EA, with all its layers, com-
ponents and relationships, and if that orga-
nization has implemented ITIL, then ITIL
components and relationships will be a sub-
set (in every layer) of the EA ones.

4.2. Architecture Principles

Architecture principles provide a means to direct
transformations of enterprises, bridging the gap be-
tween high-level strategic intents and concrete de-
signs (Greefhorst and Proper, 2011). Dietz (2006)
also points out that “The notion of architecture I
have in mind is one of normalized restriction of de-
sign freedom”. On the other hand, as part of the
specification process, architecture principles may be
prioritized to determine the guiding (key) architec-
ture principles. These are the most fundamental
ones. Those that truly make a difference are the
hardest to change and are closest to the drivers.

Accordingly, in ITIL we also find this principle hi-
erarchy, where we can identify sets of principles ac-
cording to the scope we chose to address. In fact,
the main ITIL principle is “all services must provide
measurable value to business objectives and out-
comes”, followed by three other fundamental prin-
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ciples (van Bon et al., 2007): Specialization & co-
ordination principle, Agency principle and the En-
capsulation principle. However, since ITIL is a five-
book framework, it is possible to enumerate princi-
ples for each of the books.

4.3. Mapping ITIL concepts to EA

In order to integrate both approaches, we propose a
mapping from ITIL concepts to ArchiMate’s ones.
The relationship between concepts is based on ITIL
and ArchiMate’s own definitions. Later on, we will
use this mapping to build the models for ITIL’s
26 processes and 4 functions. These will stand as
a formal representation of ITIL and as a tool for
architects to use ITIL components and relationships
to design ITSM organizations and also to check for
best practices compliance and maturity.

On the other hand, although we answered most of
Zachman’s questions, we still lacked the “Why”. To
answer this last one, we used ArchiMate’s Moti-
vation Extension, which has motivational elements
that are realized by requirements that in turn are re-
alized by core concepts. Therefore, we also mapped
the motivation of ITIL to this extension.

This mapping will allow us to define for each ITIL
process what are its motivations, and to design bet-
ter organizations according to ITSM best practices.
In fact, by identifying in our models what are the
most relevant concerns and drivers for each organi-
zation, we can trace them down through goals, prin-
ciples and requirements to the specific ITIL book,
process and activity that realizes them. This way
we can achieve business/IT alignment by ensuring
that the ITIL processes that will be implemented
have a direct match to the organization’s concerns
and strategy.

However, although we may be able to tell which
are the processes that best align with the organiza-
tion strategy, we still will not know anything about
how much value will they add or how to differenti-
ate them according to this criteria. In fact, when an
organization has several ITIL processes that can re-
alize its business strategy and does not have enough
resources to implement them all, it is faced with a
choice that it quite similar to the choice of selecting
which IT projects to implement. Therefore, we also
propose to look at ITIL from a business strategy
and IT portfolio valuation point of view and, since
we were already using an EA approach, we will also
model ITIL using these concepts.

Thus, we used Iacob et al. (2012) Valuation exten-
sion and mapped its concepts to ITIL ones. With
these, we adapted a Lankhorst et al. (2010) pro-
posal and used it to model the value in ITIL pro-

cesses on an architecture-based valuation approach
to calculate their value to organizations.

4.4. Architecture Viewpoints

A view is defined as a part of an architecture de-
scription that addresses a set of related concerns
and is addressed to a set of stakeholders. It is spec-
ified by a viewpoint, which prescribes the concepts,
models, analysis techniques, and visualizations that
are provided by the view (The Open Group, 2012).

ArchiMate has a framework for the definition and
classification of viewpoints and views, and since we
also needed to focus and communicate particular
aspects of our architecture, we propose a set of 9
viewpoints to represent ITIL and the organizations
that use it. These viewpoints are the ITIL Book
Overview Viewpoint, the ITIL Process Viewpoint,
ITIL Process Detail Viewpoint, ITIL Motivation
Viewpoint, ITIL Requirements Realization View-
point, ITIL Value Viewpoint, ITIL Service Cata-
log Viewpoint, the ITIL Service Provider Viewpoint
and the ITIL Compliance Viewpoint.

4.5. Implementing ITIL as an Architecture Change

Until now we have been defining principles, view-
points and models for our future Enterprise Archi-
tecture, but an architecture model is not just useful
to provide insight into the current or future situa-
tion; it can also be used to evaluate the transition
from “as is” to “to be” (Lankhorst et al., 2009),
and there is a strong relationship between develop-
ing EA and developing an ITIL-based ITSM pro-
gram. Similarly, there is a strong relationship be-
tween implementing a target EA and an ITSM pro-
gram (Radhakrishnan, 2008).

Thus, and based on our proposal that ITIL is part
of EA, in the sense that if an organization has ITIL,
then in every EA layer there will be ITIL elements,
then we also propose that: implementing ITIL
on a organization represented by an EA is
the same as implementing any other archi-
tectural change, so an EA method for the
transition from a baseline to a target archi-
tecture could be used to implement ITIL.

Therefore, we propose to use TOGAF ADM and
when building plateau models for performing gap-
analysis, we shall use ITIL process models and
bridge them with the baseline architecture to get
the target one. Furthermore, the motivations for
the architecture change will also be a subset from
our ITIL motivation models.
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Figure 1: Detail of Service Operation model. Full
model available in http://db.tt/wmrivNof

5. Demonstration

To demonstrate our proposal, we start by modeling
ITIL and its motivation. Then, we model an IT
service provider, and afterwards, we use an Archi-
Mate case study to show how to implement ITIL as
an architecture change, and how our models can be
used to perform ITIL valuation.

5.1. Process Models

Some of our proposed viewpoints use only ITIL el-
ements and their purpose is to represent ITIL pro-
cesses as they are described in the books. Therefore,
these are the models that will be useful to organiza-
tions for guidance and reference. They will also be
needed to build instances of the Compliance View-
point, since it uses ITIL processes elements and re-
lationships.

Therefore, we used these particular viewpoints to
model ITIL processes, along with their inputs and
outputs, business objects, business events, business
applications and infrastructure services. On Fig-
ure 1 we present a detail of the Service Operation
book. Together, our ITIL core representation are
the models for the whole ITIL 26 processes and 4
functions, built with the ITIL Process Viewpoint.

5.2. Motivation Models

Using the concept mapping that we had identified
earlier for the ITIL motivation, we analyzed ITIL
processes’ and functions’ descriptions. In fact, we
had already done this on a first iteration when we
were identifying the ITIL BMM concepts. This
time, however, we were not looking for the concept’s
class, but for its instances.

Figure 2: Detail of Incident Management model.
Full model available in http://db.tt/7MlcqXvR

Following this procedure, we eventually compiled a
set of elements which are, in our opinion, the most
relevant motivation items for every ITIL process.
This assumption is based on the elements’ own rel-
evance through the official books and general ITIL
sources. However, being ITIL a set of best practices,
built upon IT service providers different opinions
and experiences, we also concede that some practi-
tioners could include other elements or leave some
of these out. Thereby, we do not want to claim that
this is the only motivational representation of ITIL,
but instead to demonstrate that based on our map-
ping, on the identified concepts and on our percep-
tion, this is our proposed BMM and its ArchiMate
representation. We therefore welcome (and encour-
age) that this BMM proposal is revised by the ITIL
community itself and may eventually be adapted to
reflect, as ITIL does, the majority of its practition-
ers’ opinions. On Figure 2 we present the Incident
Management process with several business require-
ments and the core elements that realize them.

Overall, we used the ITIL Motivation Viewpoint to
produce all the models that represent the complete
ITIL business motivation model. Together, this
part of our work consists on a set of models with
the whole ITIL motivation for its 26 processes and 4
functions, representing for each book and each pro-
cess the whole set of drivers, assessments, goals and
requirements.

5.3. Modeling an IT Service Provider

eChiron is a Portuguese IT outsourcing service
provider with offices in Lisbon and Madrid. Al-
though eChiron has implemented the majority of
ITIL processes, they do not use any formal lan-
guage to represent ITIL or its own architecture.
Therefore, we used our models and viewpoints to
model eChiron’s architecture to show its business
units and functions spread across several locations.
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Figure 3: eChiron customer’s architecture using the
ITIL Compliance Viewpoint

We also built several instances of the ITIL Compli-
ance Viewpoint to demonstrate how eChiron is com-
pliant with ITIL best practices. Figure 3 presents
a compliance view of eChiron’s customer location.

These models were just a small sample of the ex-
pressive power of this approach. In fact, this could
be done to every ITIL process that eChiron imple-
ments and any scope could be used, from an overall
vision where we assign just ITIL books to eChiron’s
business units, to the detail of assigning each of
eChiron’s business activities to the actual activities
of ITIL processes, in order to demonstrate compli-
ance to ITIL and to international standards for IT
Service Management, like ISO20000, for instance.

This set of models was later validated by eChiron,
that acknowledged it represented their achitecture.
Furthermore, since eChiron is actually starting to
use ArchiMate to represent its own architecture we
hope this work can help to set the foundations and
provide guidance to that representation.

5.4. Implementing ITIL on ArchiSurance

The ArchiSurance Case Study is a fictitious exam-
ple developed to illustrate the use of the ArchiMate
modeling language in the context of the TOGAF
framework (Jonkers et al., 2012). The Case Study
concerns the insurance company ArchiSurance,
which has been formed as the merging of three pre-
viously independent companies. The Case Study
describes the baseline architecture before the merg-
ing and then a number of change scenarios. TO-
GAF ADM is then used to go from that baseline
architecture to a target one with ArchiSurance af-
ter the merging.

In our approach, our baseline architecture is the
target of the ArchiSurance example. Our premise
is that after the merging, ArchiSurance was fac-
ing the same problems that several other organi-

zations face when they decide to use ITIL. Thus,
we will use the exact same approach that is used
on the ArchiSurance scenarios examples: we will
use the TOGAF ADM and ArchiMate to repre-
sent an architecture change from a baseline (“as-
is”) of ArchiSurance (after the merging) to a target
(“to-be”) architecture with the implementation of
ITIL Service Operation. Along the demonstration
we used the most suitable viewpoints. Some were
from our ITIL set while others were already part of
the ArchiMate specification.

Overall, we used our motivation models for phase
A: architecture vision, and our core models for the
remaining phases, namely the business, application
and infrastructure gap analyses. At the end, we can
look at the models and see that in every EA layer,
new ITIL components have sprout, complementing
(and changing) the existing architecture.

Thus, we demonstrated both of the proposals that
support our EA:

• ArchiSurance is an organization with a EA
representation and an ITIL implementation,
where the ITIL components (and relationships)
are subsets (in every layer) of the EA ones;

• we implemented ITIL on a organization repre-
sented by an EA, using an EA method like if
it was any other architecture change.

5.5. Architecture-based ITIL Valuation

In this part of the demonstration we wanted to show
how the valuation concepts that Iacob et al. (2012)
proposed can be used to improve the representation
of ITIL processes.

We started by modeling the Event Management
process of ITIL’s Service Operation book. We used
the ITIL Value Viewpoint to demonstrate the ex-
pressive power of the proposed language fragment,
and to show how we can represent an ITIL process
from an EA perspective using several architectural,
strategy and valuation concepts.

The motivation elements were already defined in
our motivation models, but now we joined them
with the valuation elements, showing how risks re-
late to assessments, how resources and capabilities
realize the processes’ requirements, and how core
artifacts (services, application components, infras-
tructure) are assigned to resources.

Here is where the valuation concepts start to come
into place. In earlier models we just considered that
the core elements like services or applications real-
ized these requirements. However, with valuation
concepts we can decouple resources and capabili-
ties from the actual artifacts that implement them.
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In fact, by introducing a resource/capability layer
we can now say that a requirement is realized by
resources with a set of capabilities, and we could
easily exchange the Human element for an applica-
tion component if we could acquire one with that
same capabilities without changing the remaining
architecture.

Moreover, we also added Key Performance Indica-
tors (KPI) and Critical Success Factors (CSF) to
our models. These concepts are modeled as Value,
following Iacob et al. (2012) proposal.

Next, we used ArchiSurance again. Our premise
was that ArchiSurance was having issues with one of
their most important business processes: the claim
handling one. It had an huge contribution to cus-
tomer satisfaction and any perception of a fault
could drive customers away.

However, since the number of customers had in-
creased after the merging, there were problems with
the IT services, as these were often down or mal-
function, and ArchiSurance decided to use ITIL
best practices to turn their IT service manage-
ment more effective and efficient. They wanted to
guarantee automatic event detection and recovery,
and also wanted that their IT services had quality,
were rarely interrupted and that service restoration
would happen as soon as possible.

We have shown earlier that we could use ITIL
motivation templates to discover which ITIL pro-
cesses match the organization’s motivation. In
this scenario, following that approach, it leads us
to the motivations of ITIL Incident Management
and Event Management processes. Nevertheless,
ArchiSurance did not have enough resources to im-
plement both, so how should they choose which one
would add more value to their organization?

In fact, using a variation of Bedell’s method and our
valuation models we were able to assert the impor-
tance of ITIL processes capabilities to the “Handle
clain” process and the effectiveness of ArchiSurance
to already provide those capabilities. With these,
we were able to calculate which ITIL process should
be implemented in the organization.

6. Evaluation

Our evaluation will start by using the Wand and
Weber (1993) ontological analysis method to evalu-
ate our concept mappings from ITIL to ArchiMate;
and afterwards we will use the Moody and Shanks
Framework (Moody and Shanks, 2003) and inter-
views to evaluate the models.

6.1. Wand and Weber Method

We evaluated the concept mappings according to
two criteria: completeness and clarity. This was
based on the Wand and Weber ontological evalua-
tion of grammars method, where we compare two
sets of concepts to identify four ontological deficien-
cies: (1) Incompleteness: can each element from the
first set be mapped on an element from the second?;
(2) Redundancy: are the first set elements mapped
to more than a second set element?; (3) Excess: is
every first set element mapped on a second set one?;
and (4) Overload: is every first set element mapped
to exactly one second set element?.

The amount of concepts in ITIL that have no rep-
resentation in ArchiMate defines the lack of com-
pleteness, clarity is a combination of redundancy,
overload and excess of concepts.

Therefore, we can not say our mapping is com-
plete, because there is not in ArchiMate the ITIL
Product concept (a tangible item). As for redun-
dancy, there is sometimes more than one Archi-
Mate element to represent a ITIL concept, because
ITIL is not much specific on application and infras-
tructure layers’ descriptions.

We also found excess, as ArchiMate has concepts
that are not defined on ITIL as meaning or rep-
resentation. One could argue that implicitly they
actually exist with their ArchiMate definitions, but
the concepts themselves are not mentioned in ITIL.
Finally, we also have overload, when there are sev-
eral ITIL concepts to only one from ArchiMate.

In fact, although we have found instances of every
deficiency, they seldom occur and their effects can
be effectively minimized while modeling. In fact, for
completeness we only can not map tangible prod-
ucts, but even these are not that relevant in ITIL
itself: they are only mentioned to differentiate them
from the ITIL not tangible ones. On redundancy,
the only problem would be not being able to auto-
mate ArchiMate generation for a small set of ITIL
concepts. Excess does not actually bring a prob-
lem at all and as for overload, the mapping can be
always reversed if we annotate the ArchiMate ob-
ject properties’ with the name of the ITIL concept
that may arise ambiguity.

6.2. The Moody and Shanks Framework

For evaluation of the demonstration models, we
used the Moody and Shanks (2003) framework
for model quality management, and we showed
our models are compliant with its quality factors:
Completeness, Integrity, Flexibility, Understand-
ability, Correctness, Simplicity, Integration and Im-
plementability.
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Figure 4: Form answers

6.3. Interviews

To assert the models’ utility and correction we
looked for a suitable data generation method. We
chose interviews but we also wanted to have some
quantitative data analysis, so we also asked our
guests to fill out a small survey.

Therefore, we interviewed 13 specialists, from dif-
ferent areas but all with a strong ITIL background.
Our interview subjects were professionals with dif-
ferent ITIL skills and distinct occupations, from di-
verse nationalities and countries, including Phd stu-
dents, university teachers, researchers, enterprise
architects, managers and process owners at distinct,
different sized organizations.

Along the interviews, the same vision of ITIL as
just a process architecture was very much present
amongst the majority of our interviewees. However,
when we finally showed them the models, their opin-
ions promptly changed, as they all agreed that this
overall architecture vision would benefit ITIL im-
plementation.

The remainder of the interviews served to present
our motivation, explain our models, our mapping
method, the reasoning process behind it and gather
ideas and suggestions for further work. At the end
of the interviews we asked the subjects to fill out
a six question multiple choice survey about our
work. The multiple choice answers had 5 levels
and ranged from None/Poor/No (1) to Very Use-
ful/Very Good/Always (5). On Figure 4 we present
for each question its average rating.

7. Conclusion

Along the years, several governance frameworks
were developed, focusing on distinct perspectives.
Two of them, EA and ITIL, have grown to be world-
wide standards, having thousands of practitioners
today. However, having two distinct approaches of-
ten results on duplication of investments, costs and
wasted resources. To address this, we have been
working on a specific Enterprise Architecture for
organizations that need to manage IT services.

Thus, we propose to align and integrate EA and

ITIL through an EA specialization, supported by
a common frame of reference, a graphical modeling
language. Hence, we propose an EA specializa-
tion for organizations that need to manage
IT services. An EA with its own set of prin-
ciples, concepts, methods, and an ArchiMate
representation. Thereby, we have developed:

• a concept mapping between ITIL and Archi-
Mate, placing ITIL elements on EA domains;

• a concept mapping between ITIL BMM and
ArchiMate’s Motivation extension;

• a concept mapping between ITIL value and Ia-
cob’s proposed Valuation extension;

• the definition and discussion of ITIL principles
according to the EA approach;

• 9 new ArchiMate viewpoints to represent this
architecture;

• a set of ArchiMate models for the whole ITIL
26 processes and functions;

• the Business Motivation Model of ITIL, using
OMG business motivation model;

• a set of ArchiMate motivation models for the
whole ITIL 26 processes and functions, repre-
senting ITIL business motivation model;

• the representation of a real IT service
provider’s architecture;

• a method based on TOGAF ADM that uses
our models as inputs;

• discussion and analysis of how architecture-
based valuation methods can be used to assert
the value of ITIL processes on organizations.

In hindsight, we should however emphasize that the
main contributions are the architecture’s principles,
concept mappings, viewpoints, and process core and
motivation models. In fact, besides their value in
the architecture representation, the process models
also contribute with something that ITIL lacked:
formal models for knowledge sharing, stakeholder
communication and to contribute to ITIL discussion
and validation. Furthermore, the motivation mod-
els will allow to choose the right ITIL processes to
implement, based on each organization’s concerns,
assessments and goals.

As for the architecture methods they were presented
as a starting point to discuss architecture-based
approaches to ITIL implementation and valuation.
The goal was to demonstrate how our approach in-
tegrates with current research in these fields, and
we believe these topics should be addressed in fu-
ture work to complement this thesis’ proposals.
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To communicate our work we have already pub-
lished 5 articles:

• “ITIL Business Motivation Model in Archi-
mate” (Vicente et al., 2013d), International
Conference on Exploring Service Science 1.3,
which addresses our ITIL BMM models.

• “Using ArchiMate and TOGAF to Understand
the Enterprise Architecture and ITIL Rela-
tionship” (Vicente et al., 2013a), BUSITAL,
CAiSE 2013 Workshops, on how to use of EA
methods for ITIL implementations.

• “Using ArchiMate to Represent ITIL Meta-
model” (Vicente et al., 2013b), 15th IEEE
Conference on Business Informatics, address-
ing our ITIL metamodel in ArchiMate.

• “A Business Motivation Model for IT Service
Management” (Vicente et al., 2013c), Interna-
tional Journal of Information System Modeling
and Design, about the principles, motivations
and models of our architecture.

• “The Value of ITIL in Enterprise Architec-
ture”, 17th IEEE Intenational EDOC Confer-
ence. It analyzes ITIL valuation in the Enter-
prise Architecture perspective.

IESS is the only european conference on Service
Science, CBI and EDOC are both IEEE confer-
ences, BUSITAL is a workshop from a top confer-
ence (CAISE) and IJISMD is a top ranked journal.

We have also submitted a paper to ICSOC 2013
about the ITIL metamodel, and we are finishing
another with the whole thesis to submit to the In-
formation Systems Management journal.

In short, in times where cost and value generation
are such important drivers, IT governance should
turn organizations more effective and efficient. EA
does not tell us how to design specific organizations
that have ITSM as a main concern, and ITIL can
not help on the overall organizational engineering.

Therefore, we hope this contribution can help to
join the best of both worlds, one enterprise architec-
ture that integrates the EA and ITIL approaches,
two worldwide standards, complementary on orga-
nizations, with distinct IT and organizational per-
spectives, yet so close that have much more to gain
from aligning together instead of walking apart.
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